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¿Why Tubbo?
The great challenge of the 

glamping business is to surprise 
the customer with new luxury 

moments in nature. 

We bring the latest innovations to 
the panoramic experience 

combining transparency and huge 
sliding windows to fully connect 
with nature. Our solid structures 

are specially designed for privacy 
and sensuality. 

Tubbo constructions guarantee a 
panoramic and comfortable space 

under any adverse weather 
condition, and the peace of mind 

of its owner. 



Watch the sky on a starry night, see how snowflakes fall on you, raindrops, see an 
incredible sunset, a romantic evening, northern lights....

The experience of observing the firmament, the vision of a bubble with the comfort 
and privacy of a cabin.

The Experience

The vision of a bubble with the comfort and privacy of a cabin.



Through our experience in the design of Tubbo structures we have concentrated our efforts 
to combine the elements we consider basic for a full experience at an affordable price.

The Product



Includes: 

- Bathroom
- Bedroom
- Living room

Includes:

- Bathroom
- Bedroom
- Living room

The Product
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Create magic moments.

Enjoy a completely panoramic 
view of your surroundings and 
nature, 180º of transparency 
with views of the sky.

Offering an intimate space 
without sacrificing transparency, 
the sophisticated design of our 
structure provides total covera

-

ge of the room when it is most 
needed.

A sophisticated room at the 
service of your rest and 
comfort. Every element that 
makes up your room is well 
thought out for the maximum 
enjoyment of your guests.
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Our passion for observing the sky has resulted 
in the design of incredibly attractive structures, 
with a 180o panoramic view to the outside.

Study, design and innovation.

After a thorough study of the existing solutions in the glamping 
market, our team has focused on designing and innovating in 
order to offer a new, attractive and affordable solution.
We have designed a solution that unifies design, transparency, 
comfort and privacy.



A panoramic, lasting and private experience. Transparency
Comfort
Privacy
Design

Customizable
Secure

Fully equipped

Windows, heating, bathroom, furniture, lighting...







Our micro-perforated vinyls fulfill a double function. On the 
one hand, they camouflage the suites, mimicking any 
environment, and on the other hand, they filter the sunlight, 
casting a pleasant shadow.

Be sensitive to the 
environment.
Our micro-perforated vinyls fulfill a double function. On the 
one hand, they camouflage the suites, mimicking any 
environment, and on the other hand, they filter the sunlight, 
casting a pleasant shadow.

Be sensitive to the 
environment.



Privacy



Not only transparent cabins.

Restaurant/Bar
Shop
Observatory
Chillout
Gym

Other concepts



At Tubbo we believe that this trend makes sense and we want to be part of it. We think that the way to participate and contribute our knowledge and 
experience in this immersion in nature is to talk to each project as if it were the first.

Our experience and positioning in Capotex, allows us to take a step forward. It allows us to explore new ways of understanding a sustainable, different 
project. 

Create together
Partnership

”

Collaborative
Economy





TUBBO IS A CAPOTEX GROUP COMPANY.

About us

International company specialized in the design and manufacture 
of modular enclosures since 1996.



THE EVOLUTION OF THE TUBBO® FAMILY; MORE THAN 25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE, INNOVATING.

Expand your catering offer, create your own enclosure concept for your terrace or other outdoor space. TUBBO is perfect to increase the flow of 
customers and the profitability of your business.

Tubbo® is a brand of the Capotex® Group, a world leading company specialized in the design, manufacture and sale of modular structures and 
covering solutions for a wide variety of transit areas, galleries, leisure and entertainment venues. Since 1996, the innovative technical solutions develo-
ped by Capotex for covering conveyor belts have been tested and manufactured in its own laboratory and factory, and to date have been distributed 
in more than 70 countries.

As an evolution of the covering solutions developed by Capotex, the Tubbo brand was born in 2008 with the purpose of opening new markets, creating 
versatile, lightweight, adaptable, customizable modular structures with an innovative, avant-garde and sophisticated design.



The most recognized brands choose Tubbo.®





(+34) 91 634 71 92       
 sales@tubbo.com




